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Shell rotella t6 5w40

Using Shell's most advanced technology, Shell Rotella® synthetic heavy engine oil T6 5W-40 provides an increased fuel economy of 1.5%, which saves money when fuel consumption without compromising engine protection or durability. Compared to 15W-40 oils. The improved wear performance of the Shell Rotella® T6 5W-40 full
synthetic provides a significantly increased level of protection against harmful engine wear compared to the previous generation OF CJ-4 API synthetic motor oils. Advanced multifunctional dispersive additives combined with synthetic base oils provide increased protection against the effects of soot, dirt and other pollutants in heavy diesel
engines. The improved heat-resistant Shell Rotella® T6 full synthetic heavy motor oil resists breaking through the heat, providing continuous protection throughout the service interval. Emissions Compatibility System Advanced Low Ash Formulation helps control the blockage or poisoning of exhaust devices after treatment, helping to
maintain compliance with vehicle emissions and diesel engine fuel efficiency. The outstanding Shear Stability Shell Rotella® T6 full synthetic heavy oil engine resists the loss of viscosity through the haircut and will maintain optimal pressure in your heavy diesel engine. Learn more about Shell Rotella T6 Complete Synthetic Oil: Shell
Rotella® T6 Full Synthetic Diesel Oil provides excellent protection against harmful engine wear and sludge. Count on Shell Rotella T6 Full Synthetic, 15W-40, 5W-40 and 0W-40 Synthetic Diesel Motor Motor Oil: Compatibility with Exhaust Emissions Control Systems Protection at Extreme Operating Temperatures Fuel Performance
Thanks to the use of Shell's most advanced technology, Shell Rotella® T6 5W-40 synthetic heavy engine oil offers an increased fuel economy of 1.5%, which can save money in fuel consumption without compromising engine safety or durability. Compared to 15W-40 oils. The improved wear performance of the Shell Rotella® T6 5W-40
full synthetic provides a significantly increased level of protection against harmful engine wear compared to the previous generation OF CJ-4 API synthetic motor oils. Advanced multifunctional dispersive additives combined with synthetic base oils provide increased protection against the effects of soot, dirt and other pollutants in heavy
diesel engines. Improved heat-resistant Shell Rotella® T6 full synthetic heavy motor oil resists breaking through the heat, providing continuous protection on the entire service interval. Emissions Compatibility System Advanced Low Ash Formulation helps control the blockage or poisoning of exhaust devices after treatment, helping to
maintain compliance with vehicle emissions and diesel engine fuel efficiency. Outstanding Shell Rotella® T6 Full Full Shire Stability Heavy motor oil resists the loss of viscosity through the haircut and will maintain optimal pressure in your heavy diesel engine. Read more about Shell Rotella T6 Complete Synthetic Oil: SAE 0W-40 SAE 5W-
40 SAE 15W-40 Looking for Shell lubricants for your business? We can help. Commercial Lubricants For technical issues, contact our Technical Assistance Service at (800) BEST OIL or (800) 237-8645 Option 3, 1; or by email shelltechnical-us@shell.com with full year information/Make/Model for recommendation. API: CK-4, CJ-4, CI-4
PLUS, CI-4, CH-4 ACEA E9; JASO DH-2; Cummins CES 20086; Volvo VDS-4.5; Detroit Liquid Specification (DFS) 93K222, Caterpillar ECF-2/ECF-3, MAN M3575, JASO MA/MA2, Allison TES 439, MB-Approval 228.31 Shell Rotella Engine Oil T6 5W-40 Read shell Rotella transcript® T6 Full Synthetic Diesel Oil provides excellent
protection against harmful slag engine and wear and wear of the engine. Count on Shell Rotella T6 Full Synthetic, 5W-40 and 0W-40 Synthetic Diesel Motor Motor Oil For: Compatibility with Exhaust Emissions Control Systems Protection at Extreme Operating Temperatures Fuel Economy Duration: 1:39min Shell Rotella Engine Oil T6
5W-40 Transcript Background Music Plays Shell 006_Lakes_stresstest_Dmajor_final_170215_Driving Force_CORD Animated Sequence White appears from below the screen with the Shell Pecten logo. The dashed line runs straight down from the logo pulling up the next graphics page from the bottom of the screen. The background is
red first and then blue. There is a large white text in all caps. I COULDN'T. The risk of harmful engine wear requires premium lubrication. (Text displays) The risk of engine wear requires a premium lubricant Animated Sequence Orange tear appears at the end of the text. The dotted line below the text runs straight down pulling the gray
background up from the bottom of the screen. I COULDN'T. Designed for maximum protection in a complete synthetic formula, Text displays maximum protection in the full synthetic formula Animated Sequence Dashed line appears to the right of the text and works right pulling the white background on the screen. The text and logo are
displayed on the screen on the left, and the Shell product bottle is on the screen on the right. I COULDN'T. Shell Rotella T6 5W-40 Full synthetic heavy motor oil with Triple Protection Plus technology, Text displays Shell Rotella T6 5W-40 triple Protection Plus Animated Sequence Dashed line appears to the right of the product and passes
through the screen, pulling the yellow background to the right of the screen. I COULDN'T. Contains our advanced additive technologies plus fully synthetic base oils; (Text displays) Advanced additive technology Plus fully synthetic Dashed line oils appear to be to the left of the text and below the text, as if pulling up a video background
from below. A video image of a blue bottle of product sitting in the snow on a mountain ledge. Text over video. I COULDN'T. Exceeding CK-4 API performance standards and strict OEM OEM (Text displays) Exceeding API CK-4 performance standards and the strict OEM specification Animated Sequence Green background pushes from
the top of the screen with white text. The letter 's' is replaced by a dollar sign. I COULDN'T. This oil will help you save on fuel costs without risking the durability of your engine. (Text displays) Save on fuel costs (Animated sequence) Graphics are compressed to show that the green background is a gas pump gas station on a white
background. I COULDN'T. Without risking the durability of your engine. (Text displays) Without risking the durability of the engine (Animated Sequence) Dashed lines run across the screen right pulling the yellow background on the screen. The graph is displayed. The red bar to the left of the top for the API CK-4 medium wear and green
bar on the right half of the way up the screen for the ROTELLA T6 5W-40. I COULDN'T. This field test and demonstrated offer - on average - 50 percent better to wear protection across all parameters of engine wear test. (Text displays) Apt CK-4 and OEM Wear Test Parameters. The same graph adds text inside a green bar with a
descending arrow showing a height gap to a red bar. The red text appears to the right of the arrow. (Text displays) The lower the better! I COULDN'T. On average, the wear protection is 50 percent better in all parameters of engine wear. (Text displays) Fifty percent better to wear the protection of the Animated Sequence Gray screen
wipes out the left and the text appears with small gray particles floating on the screen. I COULDN'T. Provides soot, high temperature oxidation and enhanced sediment control. (Text displays) Soot high temperature oxidation of sediments Animated sequence Text on the screen dissolves and more text appears Text displays CONTROL!
Compared to the usual oils 15W-40 (Animated Sequence) the Dashed line appears below the text and runs down pulling on a red background from the bottom of the screen. The text appears. I COULDN'T. Thanks to Shell's advanced technology, this Rotella provides stronger corrosion protection and resistance to oxidation than the
outdated wording Animated Sequence of the text Advanced Technologies in the middle of the screen. The dotted line begins under the text and branches on the left until heavily corrosive protection. Another dotted line branches to the right to better resistance to oxidation compared to outdated formulation. The green screen is wiped from
below, and the text begins to appear along with the graphics of a small vibrating engine next to the word cleaner. I COULDN'T. For a cleaner engine with better viscosity control and less acid accumulation. (Text displays) Cleaner better viscosity control less The accumulation of animated Dashed line sequences appear from the center
below the text and pulls up the white background with the Shell Rotella T6 bottle in the center. Large letters 'm', 'n', 'y' to build the word 'many' using a bottle of product as 'a'. The extra text is smaller at the bottom. Below. The Shell Rotella T6 5W-40 Full Synthetic can be applied to many on and off-highway vehicles with heavy diesel duty
engines, the text displays many on/off highway vehicles Animated sequence White Background pushed back the bottom of the screen video of a diesel pickup truck pulling the trailer full of bales of hay. I COULDN'T. Such as diesel pickups, Animated Sequence Video pushed left on the first third screen video of three large drilling rigs
driving to us on the highway VO Heavy diesel trucks, Animated Sequences Video pushed to the second third on the farm tractor VO Agriculture and industrial equipment. (Animated sequence) All videos pushed away the screen left by the red background with the font in all the covers. The horizontal white dotted line displays the screen to
the right of the text. The engine contour at the bottom of the screen. I COULDN'T. With a cleaner and longer-lasting Text Displays engine, a pure long-lasting Animated Sequence Dashed line appears under the text and pulls up the mustard yellow screen with the text VO that works effectively, the Text Display works effectively with the
Animated Sequence Dashed line comes from under the text to the left of the screen and brings to the yellow screen with the text. I COULDN'T. Can help you focus on what really matters: Text displays Focus on what really matters Animated Sequence Dashed line runs up from the top of the text and nullifies the video footage of the
steering wheel and dashboard with the green filter again and the text. I COULDN'T. Maintaining your operation works. (Text displays) Doing your operation runs the Animated Sequence Dashed line from the edge of the text extends to the right and brings on a white screen with text and a blue bottle of Rotella T6. I COULDN'T. Find out if
the Shell Rotella T6 5W-40 Full synthetic heavy motor oil is the right Rotella for you. (Text displays) Shell Rotella T6 5W-40 Triple Protection Plus learn more and where to buy on rotella.com Animated White Von sequences are pushed off the screen to the left of the gray background. A gray dotted line appears from the screen on the left
and stops as the text appears in red white and gray. I COULDN'T. Shell Rotella. Motor oil that works as hard as you. (Text displays) Shell Rotella Motor Oil that works as hard as you. (Animated sequence) The gray dotted line appears at the bottom of the center and runs down pulling up a white background with Shell pecten. Music Sound
Shell_Vpower Mnemonic 1_CORD DRAMATIC Text Displays www.rotella.com Shell Rotella - Introduction of Triple Protection Plus Technology Read the transcript at Shell, we know how far there may be roads. Severe weather and long driving hours can affect your engine's performance. Modern heavy diesel engines need exceptional
motor oils to keep them as efficient as possible. That's why Shell scientists have developed Shell Rotella synthetic oils with Triple Protection Plus technology. This unique formula combines synthetic base oil technology with our adaptive adaptive technology to provide outstanding engine protection that helps reduce the overall cost of
ownership. Let's look at the wording of Triple Protection Plus.  Triple Protection Plus technology helps protect the engine with reduced viscosity of motor oil.  Using reduced viscosity oils, less energy is needed to pump oil around the engine, resulting in improved fuel efficiency, lower operating costs and reduced CO2 emissions. Adaptive
additive technology, on the other hand, adapts physically and chemically when needed to provide protection.  This is how Triple Protection Plus works. Chemistry against wear provides additional friction protection in areas with high stress, prolonging the life of the engine. During the combustion process, acids are produced, which may end
up in motor oil. Performance supplements neutralize these acids and prevent them from reaching vital parts of the engine. By preventing metal corrosion, unplanned downtime can be kept to a minimum.  Supplements are aimed at carbon particles to prevent the formation of sludge, which helps to prolong oil leakage intervals.  Detergent
molecules prevent the accumulation of sediment around the piston crown, which leads to a cleaner and more efficient engine and lower maintenance costs.  Triple Protection Plus technology was designed to provide enhanced engine protection, long oil life, lower fuel costs and maintenance, and all temperature protection, resulting in
lower overall cost of ownership.  Shell Rotella with Triple Protection Plus technology, a motor oil that works as hard as you do. You. shell rotella t6 5w40 5 gallon. shell rotella t6 5w40 canada. shell rotella t6 5w40 quart. shell rotella t6 5w40 walmart. shell rotella t6 5w40 canadian tire. shell rotella t6 5w40 synthetic oil. shell rotella t6 5w40
vs 15w40. shell rotella t6 5w40 2.5 gallon
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